Regulations for Visitors at the Museums
of the Klassik Stiftung Weimar
We are happy to welcome you to the museums of the Klassik Stiftung Weimar and request
that you observe the following rules:
1. The museum employees are entitled to check entrance tickets, special permits and reduction
rights. Please follow our personnel’s directions.
2. Large, sharp-edged items, in particular briefcases and camera cases, large video cameras,
tripods, poles, umbrellas of all sizes as well as large rucksacks and bags must be left at the
cloakroom because of the danger that they might cause inadvertant damage to the exhibited
objects; walking aids and wheel chairs for the physically disabled are exceptions to this rule.
3. We kindly ask you to respect the quiet and orderliness of the museum rooms. The exhibition
pieces may not be touched. Eating and drinking in the museum rooms is not permitted. Cell
phones should be turned off before entering the museums. Smoking is prohibited in the entire
museum area.
4. Teachers and counsellors are requested to accompany and supervise their classes during
museum visits.
5. Only employees of the Klassik Stiftung Weimar or their licensed guides are permitted to give
tours (upon advance reservation) within the museums.
6. The Klassik Stiftung Weimar allows guests to take photos during regular visits to our
museums and historic sites for private purposes and only in publicly accessible areas. Photos
are not allowed in special exhibitions. The use of flash bulbs, additional lighting and tripods is
not permitted. When taking photographs, guests are asked to respect the displays and other
visitors around them. Furthermore, guests must observe the personal rights of others and the
museum personnel when taking photos.
The Klassik Stiftung does not charge a fee for taking private photos. The Press Office of the
Klassik Stiftung Weimar (tel: +49 (0) 3643 | 545 113; presse@klassik-stiftung.de) is happy to
issue film and photo permits for press purposes. For enquiries about photos and reproduction
rights for commercial purposes, please contact our Photo Library (Tel. +49 (0) 3643 | 545 234;
foto1@klassik-stiftung.de).
7. Please give lost and found items to the museum employees or the cash desk.
8. No pets are allowed inside the museums of the Klassik Stiftung Weimar.
9. Access to the historical buildings is limited in order to protect these. Admission will be
regulated by the museum staff.
We would like to point out that the Klassik Stiftung Weimar buildings do not have electric
lighting. Therefore visibility may be impaired under some weather conditions.
Special rules apply to photo-taking at the Duchess Anna Amalia Library and the Goethe and
Schiller Archive.
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